Human Physiology
Heart and Lung
Karma awareness through sleeping and waking
An Exploration
with Patries Orange, Eurythmist
and Lakshmi Prasanna, Physician

"Lakshmi and Patries are offering a series of workshops in relation to the human physiology. We live our own physical reality without much question. All is taken for granted until it becomes a disturbance. In our quest for meaning and direction in our life, the wisdom of our physiology shows us an example of profound collaboration of cosmic proportions!

Anthroposophy gives us a pathway to explore and mobilise experiences through which we can arrive at an understanding of the spiritual nature of the human being. Patries and Lakshmi’s unique way of collaboration creates an atmosphere of ‘action research’. All of us are part of this exploration through the presentations, movement, eurythmy and conversations.

No previous attendance or experience is needed. Each workshop stands on its own. These workshops are appropriate for anyone who is interested in life and its many mysteries!"

Dates: Saturday, 26th July 2014, 10.00am – 4.00pm
and Sunday, 27th July 2014, 9.00am – 2.30pm

Venue: Newcastle Waldorf School
30 Reservoir Road Glendale 2285

Course Cost: $260.00 for the weekend
Morning tea provided; please bring lunch to share

Registration and payment to: Newcastle Waldorf School
Or by BSB: 032-512 Acc No: 690005
(To identify your payment please put ‘eury’ and your name as a reference, thank you.)

For registration and/or further information contact: The Office 02 49544853
Mark 0425284184 or Joel or Keitha